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.

Members in Session:
SUMMARY
Councilman Dan Thompson has asked that the attached ordinance
be submitted to the City Council. The ordinance would prohibit the
sale and display of drug paraphernalia to all persons. The ordinance
is scheduled to be passed for publication at the December 9th Council
meeting and to be discussed and acted upon at the December 16th Council
meeting.
-

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The attached ordinance prohibits the sale and display of drug
paraphernalia to all persons. It is similar in most respects to
the ordinance adopted by the County of Sacramento. Minor changes
have been made in the definition of "drug paraphernalia." The
enforcement mechanics would include (a) creating "infractions" with
progressive fines; (b) declaring a violating business a public nuisance
which can be civilly abated; and (c) providing for revocation of the
business operations license tax certificate of a violating business.
This item is scheduled to be passed for publication on December
9th and discussed and acted upon on December 16th.
Very truly yours,

AMES P. JASON
City Attorney .
FOR THE INFORMATION OF COUNCIL
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ORDINANCE NO.

FOURTH SERIES

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY, OF SACRAMENTO
ADDING CHAPTER 70 TO THE SACRAMENTO
•
CITY CODE RELATING TO THE DISPLAY
AND DISTRIBUTION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA

BE IT ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1.
The Sacramento City Code is amended to add Chapter 70 to read
as follows:
CHAPTER 70

DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
Sec. 70.100 Purpose.
The illegal use of controlled substances within the City
of Sacramento creates serious social, medical and law enforcement
problems. The illegal use of such substances by persons under
18 years of age has reached crisis dimensions. It is causing
serious physical and psychological damage to the youth of this
community, an impairment of educational achievement and of the
efficiency of. the educational system, increases in non-drug related
crime, and a threat to the ability of the community to ensure
future generations of responsible and productive adults - all
to the detriment of the health, safety and welfare of the citizens
of the City of Sacramento.
The proliferation of the display of drug paraphernalia in
retail stores within the City, and the distribution of such
paraphernalia intensifies and otherwise compounds the problem
of illegal use of controlled sugstances within this community.

A ban only upon the display and distribution of drug paraphernalia to persons under 18 years of age would not be practical.
The person who displays or distributes would not have to be
concerned with the question of minority and who could lawfully
view or receive drug paraphernalia. The already thinly staffed
law enforcement agencies would be subjected to intolerable added
enforcement burdens by adding age of a person who views or receives
paraphernalia as an element of a prohibition upon display and
distribution.
A significant number of high school students are 18 years of
age or older. It would be unlawful to distribute paraphernalia
to some students attending the same school in which the distribution
to other students would be prohibited. Permitted display and distribution to adults within the community would symbolize a public
tolerance of illegal drug use, making it difficult to explain the
rationale of programs directed against similar abuse by youth.
The problem of illegal consumption of controlled substances
by adults within this community is significant and substantial,
necessitating a cessation of the encouragement to drug abuse which
the display and distribution of drug paraphernalia create.
This chapter is a measure which is necessary in order to
discourage the illegal use of controlled substances within the City
of Sacramento.
Sec. 70.101

Definitions.

As used in this chapter, the following terms shall be ascribed
the following meanings:
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(a) Business. "Business" means a fixed location, whether
indoors or outdoors, at which merchandise is offered for sale at
retail.
(b)

Display. "Display" means to show to a patron or have -) in a

manner so as to be available for viewing.
(c) Distribute. "Distribute" means to transfer ownership or
•

a possessory interest to another, whether for consideration or as
a gratuity. "Distribute" includes both sales and gifts.
(d) Controlled substance. "Controlled substance" means those
controlled substances set forth in Sections 11054, 11055, 11056,
11057 and 11058 of the California Health and Safety Code,
identified as Schedules I through V, inclusive, as said sections
now exist or may hereafter be amended, renumbered or added to
in any way.
(e) Drug paraphernalia. "Drug paraphernalia" means all
equipment, products and materials of any kind which are intended
by a person charged witha violation of this chapter for use in
manufacturing, compounding, converting, producing, processing,
preparing, testing, analyzing, packaging, repacking-, storing,
containing, concealing, injecting, ingesting, inhaling, or other!

wise introducing into the human body a controlled substance in
violation of any law of the State of California. "Drug paraphernalia" includes, but it not limited to, all of the following:
(1)

Kits intended for use in manufacturing, compounding,.

converting, producing, processing or preparing controlled
substances;
(2)

Isomerization devices intended for use in increasing

the potency of any species of plant which is a controlled substance;
(3) Testing equipment intended for use in identifying,
or in analyzing the strength, effectiveness or purity of controlled
substances;
;Y-1,t•
(4) Dilutents and adulterants, such as quinine hydrochloride, mannitol, marmite, dextrose and lactose -11.se44 intended
for use ag=dgaigungz olmrein cutting controlled substances;
7

.
(5) Separation gins and sifters intended for use in

olf" f1;0,

removing twigs and seeds from, or in otherwise cleaning or
refining marijuana;
(6)

Blenders, bowls, containers, spoons and mixing

devices intended for use in compounding controlled substances;
(7)

Capsules, balloons, envelopes, and other containers

intended for use in packaging small quantities of controlled
substances;
(8)

Containers and other objects intended for use in

storing or concealing controlled substances; and,
(9) .Objects intended for use in injecting, inhaling, or
otherwise introducing marijuana, cocaine, hashish, or hashish oil
into the human body, such as:
(A) Metal, wooden, acrylic, glass, stone, plastic,
or ceramic pipes with or without screens, permanent screens,
hashish heads, or punctured metal bowls;
(B) Water pipes;
(C) Carburetion tubes and devices;
(D)

Smoking and carburetion masks;

(E)

Roach clips, meaning objects used to hold
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•

burning material, such as a marijuana cigarette that has become too
small or too short to be held in the hand;
(F) Miniature cocaine spoons, and cocaine vials;
• (G) Chamber Pipes;
(H) Carburetor pipes;
(I) Air-driven pipes;
(J)

Bongs.

In determining whether an object is "drug paraphernalia," a court
or other authority may consider in addition to all other logically
relevant factors, the following:
(1)

Statements by an owner or by anyone in

control of the object concerning its use;
(2) The proximity of the object to controlled
substances;
(3)

The existence of any residue of controlled' -

substances on the object;
(4)

Director or circumstantial evidence of the

intent of an owner, or of anyone in control of the object, to
deliver to persons whom he knows intend to use the object to
facilitate a violation of the laws of the State of California
relating to controlled substances.
(5)

Descriptive materials or instructions, written

or oral, accompanying the object which explain or depict its use;
(6) National and local advertising concerning
its use;
(7)

0a

The manner in which the object is displayed

for sale, including its proximity to other objects falling within
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the definition of drug paraphernalia.
(8)

Direct or circumstantial evidence of

the ratio of sales of the object or objects to the total sales of
the business enterprise;
(9)

The existence and scope of legitimate uses

for the object in the community; and,
(10) Expert testimony concerning its use.
(f) Person. "Person" means a natural person or any firm,
partnership, association, corporation, or cooperative association.
Sec. 70.102 Display of Drug Paraphernalia
(a)

Except as authorized by law, it shall be unlawful for any

person to maintain or operate any business knowing or under circumstances where he should reasonably know that drug paraphernalia is
displayed at such business.
(b)

Except as authorized by law, it shall be unlawful for any

person who is the owner of a business, an employee thereof or who
, works at such business as an agent of the owner, to willfully display

I

drug paraphernalia at such business.

I

Sec. 70.103 Distribution of Drug Paraphernalia
•Except as authorized by law, it shall be unlawful for any person
—\> to i distribute to another person drug paraphernalia, knowing or under
circumstances where he should reasonably know that it will be used
)A1"

• „,,, se
pr'

to manufacture, compound, convert, produce, process, prepare, test,
analyze, pack, repack, store, contain, conceal, inject, ingest,
inhale, or otherwise introduce into the human body a controlled
substance in violation of any law of the State of California.
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Sec. 70.104 . Exceptions

P
0

(a) This chapter shall not apply to any of the following:
(1) Any pharmacist or other authorized person who sells

or furnishes drug paraphernalia upon the prescription of a physician,
dentist, podiatrist or veterinarian.
(2) Any physician, dentist, podiatrist or veterinarian
who furnishes or prescribes drug paraphernalia to his or her patient.
(3) Any manufacturer, wholesaler or retailer licensed
by the California State Board of Pharmacy to sell or transfer drug
paraphernalia.
(b) No provision of this chapter shall be deemed, whether
directly or indirectly, to authorize any act which is otherwise prohibited by any law of the State of California or require any act which
is prohibited by any law of the State of California. Nor shall any
provision of this chapter be deemed, whether directly or indirectly,
to prohibit any act or acts, which are prohibited by any law of the
State of California.
Sec. 70.105 Violations
(a) Infraction
Any person who violates any provision of this chapter is guilty of
. an infraction, and upon conviction is punishable by (1) a fine not
exceeding fifty dollars ($50.00) for a first violation; (2) a fine
not exceeding one hundred dollars ($100.00) for .a second violation
within one year; (3) a fine not exceeding two hundred fifty dollars
($250.00) for each additional violation within one year. A person
who violates the provisions of Section 70.102(a) shall be deemed

to be guilty of a separate offense for each day or portion thereof,
during which the violation continues.
(b) Public Nuisance
A violation of any provision of this chapter is declared to be
a public nuisance subject to abatement pursuant to Section 731 of the
Code of Civil Procedure or pursuant to the procedures specified
in Chapter 61 of this Code.
(c)

Business Operations Tax Certificate

Notwithstanding any provision contained in this Code to the
contrary, violation of provisions of this chapter shall constitute
grounds for revocation, suspension, or refusal to renew the business
operations tax certificate of the person or entity violating this
chapter. A criminal conviction or adverse judgment in a nuisance
action shall not be required in order to establish a violation of this chapter for purposes of revocation, suspension or refusal to
renew a business operations tax certificate pursuant to this subsection.
Any person. or entity aggrieved by the actions of the City
/4 Manager in revoking, suspending or refusing to renew a business
,V
operations tax certificate pursuant to this subsection shall have the
v.) yiu
01)1411 .

right to appeal to the City Council by filing with the City Clerk •
a written notice of appeal within ten (10) days of receipt of
written notice of the City Manager's action. Upon receipt of the
notice of appeal, the City Clerk shall transmit the notice to the
\ City Council. In any appeal pursuant to this subsection, the
provisions of Chapter 2, Article XIX, Section 2.320 et seq. shall
govern the required context of the notice and proceedings on
the appeal.

Sec. 70.106 Severability
The City Council hereby declares that it would have passed
this ordinance sentence by sentence, paragraph by paragraph, and
section by section, and does hereby declare that the provisions
of this ordinance are severable and if for any reason any
sentence, paragraph or section of this ordinance shall be held
'invalid, such decision shall not affect the validity of the
remaining parts of this ordinance.
SECTION 2.
(certification and publication)
PASSED FOR PUBLICATION:
ENACTED:
EFFECTIVE:

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK
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City Paraphenalia Ordnance - December 30, 1980

It does appear that the Sacramento City Paraphenalia Ordnance did not change .
availability. My understanding is that to sell to minors has been against the law?
Will shoving these 'tools' to a back room make them less available to minors?
Will not adults simply buy the stock for illegal sale, at extorted prices, to minors
waiting as close as just around the corner?
With crime at the level it is in this country, state and country, how can any
authority make a ruling that is such a pointless attempt at attacking crime?
Why don't we hear as much about dope and drug driving as we do drunk driving, so
that the people can be kept aware of the total picture?
In 1969 our organization. asked two of us to interview Sacramento County Corner
in regard to accidental poisoning. He showed us the multiple substance analizer that
had just been installed for use in viable and death police cases, including drunk
driving cases. (The accused had not then been given the right to reject submitting
blood and urine samples.) At that time the coroner Dept. found that about 80% of
alcohol influenced driving and accident cases also showed dope - illicit drugs
and medication were involved in about equal proportion, 40% ea. ... At that time
dope and drug use was not as prevalentl! 1
Oct. 1980, The police know where the appartments are that are residence pockets
of dope-drug dealers and heavy users; I heard in Oct. that one such was a partial
entrepreneur Board and Care facility for recoverees: 1530 Morse Avenue, Sacramento. ?
Of course, most apartments have dealeruser . and recoveree dwellers.
sad
art
books
music
Now,. for posters, publications and Rock music, etc. tapes. ... .The psychodelic Ones?
Either these be out-lawed or hovuwould we-like-to see Warning Lables be required:
"This may be dangerous to the health, life and property of user and/or others, if used
under the influence of hallucinogens: Such illegal (or 'previously') substances as
marijuana, cocaine, heroin, L.S.D., also alcohol and psychological medications and, especially, in combinations, thereof,IRIMARILY ALCOHOL."
Important: Alcohol and gun control as well as preventive - protection methods does
and will not prevent crime. ... The Source - The Cause must be eradicated by return
to the pre-Nixon Adm. leavy legal penalties and other control means on dope - drugsli.
Up-grade Coast Guard and inland policing. (Intern victims and dealers in isolated
education camps, monitored by concerned citizens. YET, NO:. Due to some growing hopelgSA
cal1usnes4 dangers are to great.) DPAr Monfnlk: This I cannot know. Should we not
be shocked if many more of our:young drafted ones than expected Would be returned dead?
Suicide of stress, impaired judgement, at the hands of other draftees or service personnel?
1/5/81 Family Effort meetinc: 3 recovering mental patients of 14 years spoke. All
had used illegal drugs, especially marijuana with alcohol=beer. One said: 'Alter 7 yrs.
of recovery and return to school, he smoked one 'joint'. ...It sent him into a
purple high". When he woke up the next morning with the same high, he knew he was
in trouble: .so took himself back to De Witt. He overcame the episode in several weeks,
but his goal-plan was disrupted 7 more years. All had tried different types of
psychology and medication: The 'mantra' of T. M. (this was taught in our jr. hi..7 yrs. ago) )
self-hypnosis and the like; along with lithium, other medications and their side effects.
The Three have decided that the lole' remedy, Vitamine B cmpx, for neurological rebuilding. ;.
is best for strengthening stress managements.
One Speaker was very angry with current
trends in T.V. and other entertainment which insinuate dope & drug acceptance, and
depiction of 'low-brow' living that . use creates. The Others agreed. ... One added:
II don't appreciate the casual Jean Fad; 'cause when your ;'down' you don't care how
you look; so jeans are always worn and get pretty shabby. When you start choosing neater
clother, you know your 'coming around'.
RECENT SHOCK: BOB HOPE'S VALENTINE SPECIAL, 2/81
"

Feb. 4, 1981

Cannabis - MARIHUANA HISTORY - from home-source information

Funk & Wagnalls,_1252; Cannabis: The English word "assassin" is derived from the
Arabic hashishin, "hemp eaters".
Webster Dictionaryj. 1.9411 Assassin: Origin - Hashshashin, from which the word
hashish is derived.
Definition - One of a Mohammedan secret order which practiced
secret murder for the ruller Hashshashin; so committed under the influence of
cannabis-hashish about the time of the First Crusades, 1095 A.D.
Merkj. 19601 Cannabis = Hashish, Marihuana: Human Toxicity - Ingested or inhaled
as smoke, may cause euphoria, delirium, hallucinations, weakness, hyporeflexia,
drowsiness. Prolonged use may produce mental deterioration and habituation. The
poison is an oily resin. .
1980 findings - non-soluable in water - soluable in brain and body
fat tissues.
Cushoy's_ Pharmacology_and Theraputics 1. 10471 "Cannabis: It has been eaten to produce
inebriation by people in the Orient since time.immemorial. During the last decade,
and especially since 1935, the practice of smoking cigarettes under the name of
marihuana has become increasingly prevalent in some parts of the U. 51 and to a less
extent in Canada and England. In the southwestern area of the U. S. and Mexico, the
marihuana habit has become more of a problem than any other drug habit. The vice is
not uncommon in adoleocents and even in children; and there appears to be come
relationship between the incidence of the habit and crime."'Officials are trying to rid it!
"Effects: Patient passes into a dream, semi-conscious state, judgement seems to
be lost. Imagination occurs without usual restraints...These dreams of imagination
assume the vividness of visions - are boundless in extravagance and vary in
character and pursuits of the individual. Ideas flash through the mind without
continuity, and all measurement of time and space is lost. During times of
hallucinations his satisfaction unfounded, movements ridiculous that cannot be
restrained.. When inhaled acute mania and convulsive attacks can develop. .Continued
abuse of hashish leads to mania and dementia. - Tolerance is rapidly acquired."

0

110
.1r4

Collier Encyclopedia/. 19211 Drug Addiction: 'Drugs resulting in formation of habits are
numerous, but the main ones are usually morphine and other products of opium,,cocaine, *,
and alcohol. The latter is rarly included under this head.
Funk &-Wagnalla
Enc., _1959
_
_ adds: *hemp derivatives such as hashish, bhang, marijuana.
Dr. Copeland, Health Commissioner of New York, estimated that in the winter of 1918-19,
there were not less than 60,000 persons addicted,'in a seriouS*Way, to the use of drugs
in New York City. It is found that drugs lead to crime much more frequently than
crimes to drugs.
His need (and psychological amorality) grows so great that he will steal or commit
acts of violence. (studies of Dr. Tennent and Dr. Mann - CAADA speakers)
There was a substantial decrease of addicts until World War II when the trend was
reversed. Then crime syndicates smuggled large quantities of drugs into the
country and sold them especially to adolescents and school children.

tap
1980, Sacramento, Ca., MADD (Mother's Against Drunk Driving) formed by Candy Lightner.
1'
'Drunk' driver killed daughter, Carrie. 12/1/80 Candy reported on news: 'driver showed
r.-1 no remorse during court procedures. (It appeared to me he had a 'flattened', narcotic;ft Use personality...I called her ofc. and so suggested CAADA) We only hear "drunk" driving
or "under-the-influence-of'. whz shouldn't as much or more emphasis be on dope &,drugs?
Mid-Dec. '80, PBC-ch. 6-TV interviewed Mrs. Lightner, a U.C. Davis researchist and
2 others. The last 5 minutes, these were mentioned: 1) Not-too-drunk,only, especially
Se_ alcoholics, try and many learn to compensate-to-overcompensate for their condition in
driving. 2) Thoes under drugs and alchhol mixed, do not compensate. Alcohol-drug-mix
greatly magnifies, ie, increases the effects of both. When used together, each
substance will call for further use of the other.
WEAK LEGAL DRUG CONTROL r More Money in Illegal Dope and Drugs than Alcohol ;
'
Depopulation, ie, 'Culling'
ow)
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City Paraphenalia Ordnance - December 30, 1980

It does appear that the Sacramento City Paraphenalia Ordnance did not change
availability. My understanding is that to sell to minors has been against the law?
Will shoving these 'tools' to a back room make them less available to minors?
Will not adults simply buy the stock for illegal sale, at extorted prices, to minors
waiting as close as just around the corner?
With crime at the level it is in this country, state and country, how can any
authority make a ruling that is such a pointless attempt at attacking crime?
Why don't we hear as much about dope and drug driving as we do drunk driving, so
that the people can be kept aware of the total picture?
In 1969 our organization. asked two of us to interview Sacramento County Corner
in regard to accidental poisoning. He showed us the multiple substance analizer that
had just been installed for use in viable and death police cases, including drunk
driving cases. (The accused had not then been given the right to reject submitting
blood and urine samples.) At that time the coroner Dept. found that about 80% of
alcohol influenced driving and accident cases also showed dope - illicit drugs
and medication were involved in about equal proportion, 40% ea. ... At that time
dope and drug use was not as prevalent!!
Oct. 1980 The policticknow where the appartments are that are residence pockets
of dope-drug dealers and heavy users.- I heard in Oct. that one such was a partial
entrepreneur Board and Care facility for recoverees: 1530 Morse Avenue, Sacramento. ?
Of course, most apartments have dealev,'...user . and recoveree dwellers.
sad
art
books
music
Now,. for posters, publications and Rock music, etc. tapes. ... The psychodelic(pnes?
Either these be out-lawed or bow-would wo-like-to see Warning Lables be required;
"This may be dangerous to the health, life and property of user and/or others, if used
under the influence of hallucinogens: Such illegal (or 'previously') substances as
marijuana, cocaine, heroin, L.S.D., also alcohol and psychological medications and, especially, in combinations, thereof, 'PRIMARILY ALCOHOL."
Important: Alcohol and gun control as well as preventive - protection methods does
and will not prevent crime. ... The Source - The Cause must be eradicated by return
to the pre-Nixon Adm. leavy legal penalties and other control means on dope - drugs!!
Up-grade Coast Guard and inland policing. (Intern victims and dealers in isolated
education camps, monitored by concerned citizens. YET, NO:. Due to some growing hopelgsg
callusnes% dangers are to great.) DeAr Menfolk: This I cannot know. Should we not be shocked if many more of our-young drafted ones than expected Would be returned dead?
SiiiPide of stress, impaired judgement, at the hands of other draftees or service personnel?
1/5/81 Family Effort meeting: 3 recovering mental patients of 14 years spoke. All
had used illegal drugs, especially marijuana with alcohol=beer. One said: "After 7 yrs.
of recovery and return to school, he smoked one 'joint'. ...It sent him into a
purple high". When he woke up the next morning with the same high, he knew he was
in trouble: .so took himself back to De Witt. He overcame the episode in several weeks,
but his goal-plan was disrupted 7 more years. All had tried different types of
psychology and medication: The 'mantra' of T. M. (this was taught in our jr. hi.7 yrs. ago))
self-hypnosis and the like; along with lithium, other medications and their side effects.
The Three have decided that the 'ole' remedy, Vitamine B cmpx, for neurological rebuilding„
is best for strengthening stress management. One Speaker was very angry with current
trends in T.V. and other entertainment which insinuate dope & drug acceptance, and
depiction of 'low-brow' living that ' use creates. The Others agreed. ... One added:
'I don't appreciate the casual Jean Fad; 'cause when your Iclont you don't care how
you look; so jeans are always worn and get pretty shabby. When you start choosing neater
clother, you know your 'coming around'.
RECENT SHOCK: BOB HOPE'S VALENTINE SPECIAL, 2/81
"
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Cannabis - MARIHUANA HISTORY - from home-source information

Funk & Wagnalls,_1251; Cannabis: The English word "assassin" is derived from the
Arabic hashishin, "hemp eaters".
Webster Dictionary,. 1942.1 Assassin: Origin - Hashshashin, from which the word
hashish is derived.
Definition - One of a Mohammedan secret order which practiced
secret murder for the ruller Hashshashin; so committed under the influence of
cannabis-hashish about the time of the First Crusades, 1095 A.D.
Merk„. 19601 Cannabis = Hashish, Marihuana: Human Toxicity - Ingested or inhaled
as smoke, may cause euphoria, delirium, hallucinations, weakness, hyporeflexia,
drowsiness. Prolonged use may produce mental deterioration and habituation. The
poison is an oily resin. .
1980 findings - non-soluable in water - soluable in brain and body
fat tissues.
Cushny's Pharmacology and Theraputics i. 1.9471 "Cannabis: It has been eaten to produce
inebriation by people in the Orient since time-immemorial. During the last decade,
and especially since 1935, the practice of smoking cigarettes under the name of
marihuana has become increasingly prevalent in some parts of the U. 81 and to a less
extent in Canada and England. In the southwestern area of the U. S. and Mexico, the
marihuana habit has become more of a problem than any other drug habit. The mice is
not uncommon in adoleccents and even in children; and there appears to be come
relationship between the incidence of the habit and crime."'Officials are trying to rid it
"Effects: Patient passes into a dream, semi-conscious state, judgement seems to
be lost. Imagination occurs without usual restraints...These dreams of imagination
assume the vividness of visions - are boundless in extravagance and vary in
character and pursuits of the individual. Ideas flash through the mind without
continuity, and all measurement of time and space is lost. During times of
hallucinations his satisfaction unfounded, 'movements- ridiculous that cannot be
restrained,.. When inhaled acute mania and convulsive attacks can develop..Continued
abuse of hashish leads to mania and dementia. - Tolerance is rapidly acquired."

•
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Collier Encyclopedia/. 19211 Drug Addiction: 'Drugs resulting in formation of habits are
numerous, but the main ones are usually morphine and other products of opium„cocaine, *,
and alcohol. The latter is rarly included under this head.
Funk & Wagnalls Enc., 1959
_
_ _ adds: •hemp derivatives such as hashish, bhang, marijuana.
Dr. Copeland, Health Commissioner of New York, estimated that in the winter of 1918-19,
there were not less than 60,000 persons addicted,' in a seriout*Way, to the use of drugs
in New York City. It is found that drugs lead to crime much more frequently than
crimes to drugs.
His need (and psychological amorality) grows so great that he will steal or commit
acts of violence. (studies of Dr. Tennent and Dr. Mann - CAADA speakers)
There was a substantial decrease of addicts until World War II when the trend was
reversed. Then crime syndicates smuggled large quantities of drugs into the
country and sold them especially to adolescents and school children.

en1
1980, Sacramento, Ca., MADD (Mother's Against Drunk Driving) formed by Candy Lightner.
'Drunk' driver killed daughter, Carrie. 12/1/80 Candy reported on news: 'driver showed
r.-1
no remorse during Court procedures. (It appeared to me he had a 'flattened', narcoticr4
,fUse personality.. .1 called her ofc. and so suggested CAADA) We only hear "drunk" driving
or "under-the-influence-of'.
shouldn't as much or more emphasis, be on dope &,drugs?
: Mid-Dec. '80, PBC-ch. 6-TV interviewed Mrs. Lightner, a U.C. Davis researchist and
H 2 others. The last 5 minutes, these were mentioned: 1) Not-too-drunk,only, especially
alcoholics, try and many learn to compensate-to-overcompensate for their condition in
driving. 2) Thoes under drugs and alcohol mixed, do not compensate. Alcohol-drug-mix
greatly magnifies, le, increases the effects of both. When used together, each
substance will call for further use of the other.
WEAK LEGAL DRUG CONTROL More Money in Illegal Dope and Drugs than Alcoholie
(\rivv .
Depopulation, ie, 'Culling' ?
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City Paraphenalia Ordnance - December 30, 1980

It does appear that the Sacramento City Paraphenalia Ordnance did not change
availability. My understanding is that to sell to minors has been against the law?
Will shoving these 'tools' to a back room make them less available to minors?
Will not adults simply buy the stock for illegal sale, at extorted prices, to minors
waiting as close as just around the corner?
With crime at the level it is in this country, state and country, how can any
authority make a ruling that is such a pointless attempt at attacking crime?
Why don't we hear as much about dope and drug driving as we do drunk driving, so
that the people can be kept aware of the total picture?
In 1969 our organization. asked two of us to interview Sacramento County Corner
in regard to accidental poisoning. He showed us the multiple substance analizer that
had just been installed for use in viable and death police cases, including drunk
driving cases. (The accused had not then been given the right to reject submitting
blood and urine samples.) At that time the coroner Dept. found that about 80% of
alcohol influenced driving and accident cases also showed dope - illicit drugs
and medication were involved in about equal proportion, 40% ea. ... At that time
dope and drug use was not as prevalent!:
Oct. 1980, The police know where the appartments are that are residence pockets
of dope-drug dealers and heavy users; I heard in Oct. that one such was a partial
entrepreneur Board and Care facility for recoverees: 1530 Morse Avenue, Sacramento. ?
Of course, most apartments have dealer -,'_User and recoveree dwellers.
sad
art
books
music
Now,.for posters, publications and Rock music, etc. tapes. ... .The psychodelic. Ones?
Either these be out-lawed or how would wo-Iike.to see Warning Lables be required:
"This may be dangerous to the health, life and property of user and/or others, if used
under the influence of hallucinogens: Such illegal (or 'previously') substances as
marijuana, cocaine, heroin, L.S.D., also alcohol and psychological medications and, especially, in combinations, thereof, : PRIMARILY ALCOHOL."
Important,: Alcohol and gun control as well as preventive - protection methods does
and will not prevent crime. ... The Source - The Cause must be eradicated by return
to the pre-Nixon Adm. leavy legal penalties and other control means on dope - drugsil.
Up-grade Coast Guard and inland policing. (Intern victims and dealers in isolated
education ,camps, monitored by concerned citizens. YET, NO:. Due to some growing hopelggg
callusnesq dangers are to great.) ppar MPnfnlk: This I cannot know. Should we not
be shocked if many more of our young drafted ones than expected Would be returned dead?
Sukdde of stress, impaired judgement, at the hands of other draftees or service personnel?
1/5/81 Family Effort meeting: 3 recovering mental patients of 14 years spoke. All
had used illegal drugs, especially marijuana with alcohol=beer. One said: 'After 7 yrs.
of recovery and return to school, he smoked one 'joint'. ...It sent him into a
purple high". When he woke up the next morning with the same high, he knew he was
in trouble; .so took himself back to De Witt. He overcame the episode in several weeks,
but his goal-plan was disrupted 7 more years. All had tried different types of
psychology and medication: Thesmantrai of T. M. (this was taught in our jr. hi.7 yrs. ago) )
self-hypnosis and the like; along with lithium, other medications and their side effects.
The Three have decided that the 1 .310 remedy, Vitamine B cmpx, for neurological rebuilding. ;
is best for strengthening stress management. One Speaker was very angry with current
trends in T.V. and other entertainment which insinuate dope & drug acceptance, and
depiction of 'low-brow' living that ',use creates. The Others agreed. ... One added:
'I don't appreciate the casual Jean Fad; 'cause when your ldown' you don't care how
you look; so jeans are always worn and get pretty shabby. When you start choosing neater
clother, you know your 'coming around'.
RECENT SHOCK: BOB HOPE'S VALENTINE SPECIAL, 2/81
"
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Cannabis - MARIHUANA HISTORY - from home-source information

Funk & Wagnalls,_1251; Cannabis: The English word "assassin" is derived from the
Arabic hashisEin, "hemp eaters".
Webster Dictionaryj. 19411 Assassin: Origin - Hashshashin, from which the word
hashish is derived.
Definition - One of a Mohammedan secret order which practiced
secret murder for the ruller Hashshashin; so committed under the influence of
cannabis-hashish about the time of the First Crusades, 1095 A.D.
Merkj. 1960i Cannabis = Hashish, Marihuana: Human Toxicity - Ingested or inhaled
as smoke, may cause euphoria, delirium, hallucinations, weakness, hyporeflexia,
drowsiness. Prolonged use may produce mental deterioration and habituation. The
poison is an oily resin. 1980 findings - non-soluable in water. - soluable in brain and body
fat tissues.
Cushny's_ Pharmacology_and_Theraputics j. 3,947j. "Cannabis: It has been eaten to produce
inebriation by people in the Orient since time.immemorial. During the last decade,
and especially since 1935, the practice of smoking cigarettes under the name of
marihuana has become increasingly prevalent in some parts of the U. 51 and to a less
extent in Canada and England. In the southwestern area of the U. S. and Mexico, the
marihuana habit has become more of a problem than any other drug habit. The vice is
not uncommon in adolescents and even in children; and there appears to be come
relationship between the incidence of the habit and crime."'Officials are trying to rid it!
"Effects: Patient passes into a dream, semi-conscious state, judgement seems to
be lost. Imagination occurs without usual restraints...These dreams of imagination
assume the vividness of visions - are boundless in extravagance and vary in
character and pursuits of the individual. Ideas flash through the mind without
continuity, and all measurement of time and space is lost. During times of
hallucinations his satisfaction unfounded, movements ridiculous that cannot be
restrained.. When inhaled acute mania and convulsive attacks can develop. .Continued
abuse of hashish leads to mania and dementia. - Tolerance is rapidly acquired."

▪

Collier Encyclopedia 4. 19211 Drug Addiction: 'Drugs resulting in formation of habits are
numerous, but the main ones are usually morphine and other products of opium heocaine, *,
and alcohol. The latter is rarly included under this head.
Funk & Wagnalls Enc., 1959 adds: *hemp derivatives such as hashish, bhang, marijuana.
Dr. Copeland, Health Commissioner of New York, estimated that in the winter of 1918-19,
there were not less than 60,000 persons addicted,' in a seriouS'Way, to the use of drugs
in New York City. It is found that drugs lead to crime much more frequently than
crimes to drugs.
His need (and psychological amorality) grows so great that he will steal or commit
acts of violence. (studies of Dr. Tennent and Dr. Mann - CAADA speakers)
There was a substantial decrease of addicts until World War II when the trend was
reversed. Then crime syndicates smuggled large quantities of drugs into the
country and sold them especially to adolescents and school children.
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1980, Sacramento, Ca., MADD (Mother's Against Drunk Driving) formed by Candy Lightner.
'Drunk' driver killed daughter, Carrie. 12/1/80 Candy reported on news: 'driver showed
no remorse during 'court procedures. (It appeared to me he had a 'flattened', narcoticuse personality.. .1 called her ofc. and so suggested CAADA) We only hear "drunk" driving
or "under-the-influence-of'.
shouldn't as much or more emphasis be on dope &,drugs?
Mid-Dec. '80, PBC-ch. 6-TV interviewed Mrs. Lightner, a U.C. Davis researchist and
2 others. The last 5 minutes, these were mentioned: 1) Not-too-drunk,only, especially
alcoholics, try and many learn to compensate-to-overcompensate for their condition in
driving. 2) Thoes under drugs and alcohol mixed, do not compensate. Alcohol-drug-mix
greatly magnifies, ie, increases the effects of both. When used together, each
substance will call for further use of the other.
.1)
WEAK LEGAL DRUG CONTROL More Money in Illegal Dope and Drugs than Alcoho40).41'
1(Nri,),,
Depopulation, ie, 'Culling' ?

Improved Copy of
Feb. 24, '81 ab
City Council mtg.

City Paraphenalia Ordnance - December 30, 1980

It does appear that the Sacramento City Paraphenalia Ordnance did not change
availability. My understanding is that to sell to minors has been against the law?
Will shoving these 'tools' to a back room make them less available to minors?
Will not adults simply buy the stock for illegal sale, at extorted prices, to minors
waiting as close as just around the corner?
With crime at the level it is in this country, state and country, how can any
authority make a ruling that is such a pointless attempt at attacking crime?
Why don't we hear as much about dope and drug driving as we do drunk driving, so
that the people can be kept aware of the total picture?
In 1969 our organization 'asked two of us to interview Sacramento County Corner
in regard to accidental poisoning. He showed us the multiple substance analizer that
had just been installed for use in viable and death police cases, including drunk
driving cases. (The accused had not then been given the right to reject submitting
blood and urine samples.) At that time the coroner Dept. found that about 80% of
alcohol influenced driving and accident cases also showed dope - illicit drugs
and medication were involved in about equal proportion, 40% ea. ... At that time
dope and drug use was not as prevalent!!
Oct. 1980, The police know where the appartments are that are residence pockets
of dope-drug dealers and heavy users.- I heard in Oct. that one such was a partial
entrepreneur Board and Care facility for recoverees: 1530 Morse Avenue, Sacramento. 7
Of course, most apartments have dealer.;-_User and recoveree dwellers.
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Now,. for posters, publications and Rock music, etc. tapes.
The psychodelic (ones?).
Either these be out-lawed or how-would w9-Iike•to see Warning Lables be required:
"This may be dangerous to the health, life and property of user and/or others, if used
under the influence of hallucinogens: Such illegal (or 'previously') substances as
marijuana, cocaine, heroin, L.S.D., also alcohol and psychological medications and, especially, in combinations, thereof, PRIMARILY ALCOHOL."
Important,: Alcohol and gun control as well as preventive - protection methods does
and will not prevent crime. ... The Source - The Cause must be eradicated by return
to the pre-Nixon Adm. heavy legal penalties and other control means on dope - drugs11.
Up-grade Coast Guard and inland policing. (Intern victims and dealers in isolated
education .camps, monitored by concerned citizens. YET, NO:. Due to some growing hopelgaS .
ca1lusnes5 dangers are to great.) ppar MPnfnlk: This I cannot know. Should we not
be shocked if many more of our.-young drafted ones than expected Would be returned dead?
SuitAde of stress, impaired judgement, at the hands of other draftees or service personnel?
1/5/81 Family Effort meetinK: 3 recovering mental patients of 14 years spoke. All
had used illegal drugs, especially marijuana with alcohol=beer. One said: 'After 7 yrs.
of recovery and return to school, he smoked one 'joint'. ...It sent him into a
purple high". When he woke up the next morning with the same high, he knew he was
in trouble; .so took himself back to De Witt. He overcame the episode in several weeks,
but his goal-plan was disrupted 7 more years. All had tried different types of
psychology and medication: Thelmantra' of T. M. (this was taught in our jr. hi.7 yrs. ago) )
self-hypnosis and the like; along with lithium, other medications and their side effects.
The Three have decided that the 'ole' remedy, Vitamine B cmpx, for neurological rebuilding. ;
is best for strengthening stress management. One Speaker was very angry with current
trends in T.V. and other entertainment which insinuate dope & drug acceptance, and
depiction of 'low-brow' living that . use creates. The Others agreed. ... 'One added:
'I don't appreciate the casual Jean Fad; 'cause when your ;tdoinal you don't care how
you look; so jeans are always worn and get pretty shabby. When you start choosing neater
clother, you know your 'coming around'.
RECENT SHOCK: BOB HOPE'S VALENTINE SPECIAL, 2/81
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Cannabis - MARIHUANA HISTORY - from home-source information

Funk & Wagnalls,_125; Cannabis: The English word "assassin" is derived from the
Arabic hashishin, "hemp eaters.

Webster Dictionary2_ 19411 Assassin: Origin - Hashshashin, from which the word
hashish is derived.
Definition - One of a Mohammedan secret order which practiced
secret murder for the ruller Hashshashin; so committed under the influence of
cannabis-hashish about the time of the First Crusades, 1095 A.D.
Merk.r. 19601 Cannabis = Hashish, Marihuana:
Human Toxicity - Ingested or inhaled
as smoke, may cause euphoria, delirium, hallucinations, weakness, hyporeflexia,
drowsiness. Prolonged use may produce mental deterioration and habituation. The
poison is an oily resin. .
1980 findings - non-soluable in water - soluable in brain and body
fat tissues.
Cushny's_ Pharmacolow_and Theraputics4. 19471 "Cannabis: It has been eaten to produce
inebriation by people in the Orient since time.inmemorial. During the last decade,
and especially since 1935, the practice of smoking cigarettes under the name of
marihuana has become increasingly prevalent in some parts of the U. Si and to a less
extent in Canada and England. In the southwestern area of the U. S. and Mexico, the
marihuana habit has become more of a problem than any other drug habit. The vice is
not uncommon in adoleccents and even in children; and there appears to be one
relationship between the incidence of the habit and crime."'Officials are trying to rid it.'
"Effects: Patient passes into a dream, semi-conscious state, judgement seems to
be lost. Imagination occurs without usual restraints...These dreams of imagination
assume the vividness of visions - are boundless in extravagance and vary in
character and pursuits of the individual. Ideas flash through the mind without
continuity, and all measurement of time and space is lost. During times of
hallucinations his satisfaction unfounded, movements ridiculous that cannot be
restrainei.. When inhaled acute mania and convulsive attacks can develop. -Continued
abuse of hashish leads to mania and dementia. - Tolerance is rapidly acquired.“
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Collier En2ycl2nedia2_ 19211 Drug Addiction: 1Drugs resulting in formation of habits are
numerous, but the main ones are usually morphine and other products of opium”cocaine, *,
and alcohol. The latter is rarly included under this head.
Funk & Wagnalls Enc., 1959 adds: *hemp derivatives such as hashish, bhang, marijuana.
Dr. Copeland, Health Commissioner of New York, estimated that in the winter of 1918-19,
there were not less than 60,000 persons addicted,! in a seriouS"Way, to the use of drugs
in New York City. It is found that drugs lead to crime much more frequently than
crimes to drugs.
His need (and psychological amorality) grows so great that he will steal or commit
acts of violence. (studies of Dr. Tennent and Dr. Mann - CAADA speakers)
There was a substantial decrease of addicts until World War II when the trend was
reversed. Then crime syndicates smuggled large quantities of drugs into the
country and sold them especially to adolescents and school children.

1980, Sacramento, Ca., MADD (Mother's Against Drunk Driving) formed by Candy Lightner.
-o
'Drunk' driver killed daughter, Carrie. 12/1/80 Candy reported on news: 'driver showed
r.-1 no remorse during bourt procedures. (It appeared to me he had a 'flattened', narcotic1-1
uSe personality.. .1 called her ofc..and so suggested CAADA) We only hear "drunk" driving
rilpor "under-the-influence-of'. Wia shouldn't as much or more emphasis be on dope &drugs?
: Mid-Dec. '80, PBC-ch. 6-TV interviewed Mrs. Lightner, a U.C. Davis researchist and
r.4
2 others. The last 5 minutes, these were mentioned: 1) Not-too-drunk,only, especially
alcoholics, try and many learn to compensate-to-overcompensate for their condition in
driving. 2) Thoes under drugs and alcohol mixed, do not compensate. Alcohol-drug-mix
greatly magnifies, ie, increases the effects of both. When used together, each
substance will call for further use of the other.
WEAK LEGAL DRUG CONTROL More Money in Illegal Dope and Drugs than Alcohollvd.
Depopulation, ie, 'Culling' ?
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Tobacco, Cushny's Pharmacology and Therapls, 1947: Origin - aboriginal tribes of
America. Use introduced to civilization after discovery of America, about 1550..
In the enjoyment derived from smoking tobacco, it is not proven that nicotine is
essential.tothe pleasurable results; though there's little doubt that the smoking act is
It has been suggested that smoking gives
important to producing the pleasure.
repose and thereby improves intellectual work, but this is denied by the habitual smoker.
The habit of smoking does not make insistent demands on its continuance, as does
morphine and the like. (Withdrawal = bio-chemical reaction in the addict.'So -)
Discontinuance of tobacco use causes a temporary feel of loss and possibly some
impairment of mental concentration. This soon disappears.
Columnist patient quit Smoking: He would stare at paper in his
, typewritter for long periods. Words might appear spasmodically,
but the old fluency of thought was missing. After several months,
he returned to smoking and his writing career. ... Subsequently, he
stopped smoking, continued his career and helped the Doctor write
the book - Heart Attaok; author, M. Prinzmetal; writer, Wm. Winter
A curious fact which tends to show that tobacco smoking is not carried on solely
for the sate of absorbing nicotine, is that the pleasure derived from smoking
is diminished in the dark; and few blind men enjoy smoking.
Commonest effects of overindulgence in tobacco: Chronic inflammation of the
throat, upper respiratory passages, leading to hoarseness and excessive mucous
glands secretion with increased incidence of lung cancer; Lack of appetite,
possibly due to local irritation by nicotine swallowed in the saliva;
Palpitation
and irregularity of the heart;
Important result; dimness of vision, especially
for colors and imperfect accommodation, which may go on to complete blindness in one
or both eyes. At first the retina often appears pale, later atrophy of the optic
Slight rise of bloOd-pressure in some individuals.
nerve may result;
In the great majority of cases of chronic tobacco poisoning, the symptoms
disappear on abandoning the habit, or even on restricting the daily consumption.
Smoking does impair the duration of life, the years depend on the amount in use.
however, thoes who survive to age 70 are not aa affected by the habit - probably
because they are resistant to the habit. The mortality rate increase is in the mid-years.
One cigarette can abolish hunger contractions of the stomache for 15 to 60 minutes.
Vasospasm or eonstriction can precipitate angina pectoris attacks and Buerger's
Disease (Thromboangiitis Obliterans).
HOWEVER, REFER TO DR: TENNANT'S LECTURE ON MARIJUANA

